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Cost effective solution for small and large rooms
Easy, mess-free installation

Retain access to cable
Environmentally friendly

Lightweight tiles can be used anywhere, including loft rooms

Tried and tested by Elektra Heating
10 Year Warrenty



This guide is for our underfloor heating kit, which comprises of these three 
elements:

On top of the floor

Karndean vinyl floor tiles, as a luxury 
finish to your floor. There are 39 
different stone, wood or textile finishes 
to choose from.

Karndean grips to Cableflor, meaning it 
requires no glue for a mess-free 
installation. It also allows for easy 
access to the heating cable.

Cableflor

Cableflor low raised floor to hold the 
cable in place across the surface of the 
floor. It is only 2cm high, saving on 
ceiling height, and spreads the heat 
evenly across the room.

It is provided in meter square sheets, 
each sheet simply clicking together for 
quick and simple installation.

Elektra Heating Cable

Heating cable manufacturerd in Europe 
by Elektra from the highest quality raw 
materials.

Smart thermostat is also provided 
which allows you to control your  under-
floor heating from your smartphone.



Installation for Rooms With Solid Insulated Floors (garden rooms, lofts, 
home offices, rooms around the house)

First get an electrician to make the thermostat and cable connections.

1) If installing underfloor heating in a room with fridges or fixed furniture that doesn’t 
require underfloor heating underneath, then outline these fixtures with a pencil line.

2) Clear the room of all furniture and remove any dust with a vaccum cleaner or broom.

3) Starting at the thermostat, mark a small pencil line  
on the floor parallel to the wall 50mm away from it. 
Then for the entire width of the room, make a small 
pencil line 100mm apart until you reach the other side. 
This is so that the cable fits well underneath the Ca-
belfor tiles. Repeat this process on the other side of 
the room. If you have fixed furniture or fridges just go 
around these fixtures as if they were another wall. 

4) Test the cable before fitting it to the floor.

5) Then lay the cable along the pencil lines, pinning or sticking it with duct tape. The 
end of the heating cable is black, and this end feeds into the thermostat. The 

thermostat should be fixed approx 1.5m up the 
wall. Run the black cable that comes with the 
thermostat down the wall and onto the first 
marker. Then, run the black end of the heating 
cable along the second marker.

6) Then lay our Cableflor tiles on top of the wire, 
all facing the same way. Our tiles are supplied in 
meter square sheets for rapid installation. Simply 
clip the sheets of tiles together, no glue is needed. 
Cover the entire floor in Cableflor, tearing off any 

excess tiles easily. 

7) If there are any small gaps left, fill them in 
using our supplied foam spacer to help sup-
port the floor cover.

8) Re-test the cable once more to ensure that 
it heats up nicely.



Continued...

9) Now you are ready to lay the Karndean luxury floor vinyl on top. You will have 
chosen one of our 39 different finishes. Simply 
lay the Karndean in rows over the top of 
Cableflor. To avoid waste, cut off the excess on 
each row and use to start the next. To do this, 
score the back with a knife and bend it to snap, 
and slice through with the knife. Place the cut 
edge of the board against the wall, with the neat 
edge against the other board. The backing of 
Karndean boards grips to Cableflor, meaining no 
glue is required if fitted tight to the walls. 

On high traffic areas such as dorways, 
we recommend using a bit of Karndean’s 
tackifier to be extra secure. This is a low 
odour adhesive which is easily rolled onto 
Cableflor.

That’s it, now you have undefloor heating in just a few hours.

Please ensure thermostat and cable connections are made by a qualified electrician.



Installation for Rooms Without Insulated Floors (Garages, cellars and gar-
den rooms)

This guide is for rooms without insulated 
floors, such as garages, cellars and lofts.

To make things easier, first get an 
electrician to make the thermostat and 
cable connections.

1) The first step is to lay a damp proof 
membrane. This is basically a big plastic 
sheet that you can buy cheaply on-line.

Simply roll it out and cut it to size with a pair of scissors – ensure that you run it up the 
wall by about 6 inches / 15cms. You can hold it in place with some duct tape to make it 
easier for the next step.

2) Lay down insulation boards. This step 
is important as you can lose a lot of your 
heat through a concrete floor. Boards 
are also widely available on the internet 
and they deliver directly to your house. 
They’re very lightweight, a bit like polysty-
rene with silver foil on either side.

Trim to size with a handsaw – they’re very 
easy to cut but don’t forget to wear a 
face mask.

3) Starting at the thermostat, mark a small pencil line on the board parallel to the wall 
50mm away from it. Then for the entire width of 
the room, make a small pencil line 100mm apart 
until you reach the other side. 

This is so that the cable fits well underneath the 
Cabelfor tiles. Repeat this process on the other 
side of the room. If you have fixed furniture or 
fridges just go around these fixtures as if they 
were another wall. 

4) Test the cable before fitting it to the floor.



5) Then lay the cable along the pencil lines, 
pinning or sticking it with duct tape. The end of 
the heating cable is black, and this end feeds into 
the thermostat. The thermostat should be fixed 
approx 1.5m up the wall. Run the black cable that 
comes with the thermostat down the wall and 
onto the first marker. Then, run the black end of 
the heating cable along the second marker. 

6) Then lay our Cableflor tiles on top of the wire, 
all facing the same way. Our tiles are supplied in 
meter square sheets for rapid installation. Simply clip the sheets of tiles together, no 
glue is needed. Cover the entire floor in Cableflor, tearing off any excess tiles easily. 

7) If there are any small gaps left, fill them in 
using our supplied foam spacer to help 
support the floor cover.

8) Re-test the cable once more to ensure 
that it heats up nicely.

9) Now you are ready to lay the Karndean 
luxury floor vinyl on top. You will have 
chosen one of our 39 different finishes.
 Simply lay the Karndean in rows over the 
top of Cableflor. To avoid waste, cut off the 
excess on each row and use to start the 
next. To do this, score the back with a knife 
and bend it to snap, and slice through with 
the knife. Place the cut edge of the board 
against the wall, with the neat edge against 
the other board. The backing of Karndean 
boards grips to Cableflor, meaining no glue 
is required if fitted tight to the walls. 

Continued...



On high traffic areas such as dorways, 
we recommend using a bit of Karndean’s 
tackifier to be extra secure. This is a low 
odour adhesive which is easily rolled onto 
Cableflor.

That’s it, now you have undefloor heating in just a few hours.

Please ensure thermostat and cable connections are made by a qualified electrician.
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